
Lär känna Chloe
Chloe är född 2008 och kommer från Australien. Hon kommer i augusti 2024 
och stannar under höstterminen. Intressen är bl. a pilates, promenader, 
cykling, musik, hantverk och sällskapsspel. Hennes favoritämnen i skolan är 
matematik, engelska och musik.

Dear host family,
I am writing this to you to discuss about me and I couldn't be more excited. My name is Chloe 
and I am 15 years old as of writing this letter. I have wanted to go on exchange since 8th grade 
because of the pure experience. I haven't been outside of Australia so this would be a great 
first-time overseas trip. Exchange is a unique experience because unlike travelling normally- 
even for a long period of time- you are involved with the community and learn what the school 
life is first-hand.
I am a well-mannered and adaptable/flexible person and push for what I believe is right. I am 
a loyal friend and love to learn about new things and expand my knowledge on topics I 
already know to better build my understanding (this perfectly aligns with student exchange). I 
believe I could change my host familys life just as they will change mine and make a positive 
impact in the end. While I am not perfect I doubt anyone would expect that of me and would 
accept and issues I may have and help problem solve when issues arise. I hope to learn 
anything and everything I can while on exchange, and will take any oppertunity I can to see 
more of Sweden, even if it means doing tasks I may typically find unamusing because in a 
different country, a lot can change with even the simplest of things.
My home life is pretty average having a mum and two sister as well as my mothers partner who 
does not live with us but is still part of the family. I also have three guinea pigs all of which were 
adopted from a shelter and I love them so very much. In school I have always liked English as a 
subject but have recently become more fond of Mathematics. I am in an exellerated program in 
my school which really pushes me to do my best and I have learnt to communicate to my 
teachers as communication is vital- especially if issues pop up. I also play the violin, having 
played since year 8 and am only looking to further improve.
Some areas I am interested in are offered in my school, but I have unfortunatley never been 
able to take the classes due to low numbers. One of these classes is digital tech which in year 10 
focuses on game scripting and coding. While I have picked up on some coding and am still 
practicing what got me into developing games was the designing portion. Some other things I 
like is writing, drawing, journaling, reading, watching movies and playing games. Some things I 
want to try specifically in Sweden probably is snow sports/activities as that is something I have 
never experienced and I am open and looking forward to any other activities that come up!
Sincerely, Chloe.

"Chloe is a polite and 
respectful person, who 

listens with interest and 
empaty."
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